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Introduction
This summer I worked on a two-part project on the topic of political thought. The first part of this was a personal research project on Byzantine
political theory. The second component entailed working as a research assistant on my advisor's research, the Bodin Project. I split my time between
the two, committing about two-thirds to my project.

Objectives
I sought to deduce Byzantine theories of international relations through analysis of De Administrando Imperio, an primary Byzantine text. Rather than
focusing on the exact historical details, I chose to look for a Byzantine worldview that I could substantiate with evidence from their actions with foreign
peoples. For Bodin, I worked on compiling annotations for Book One of the English translation by Richard Knolles.

Methods
Textual analysis of both the Greek text and English translation of De Administrando Imperio. Working with a translation by
Moravcsik and Jenkins, which included the parallel Greek text, I read through each part of the text with several annotated
commentaries. I then began doing research for secondary sources in the field, familiarizing myself with scholars of
Byzantine studies. For Bodin, I compiled annotations from an Italian version of the text by Isnardi Parente, a Latin version
by Turchetti, the English by Knolles, and the original French of Bodin. I also digitally inserted my own annotations into the
text at points where I felt it necessary for clarifications or for identifying the author''s references.

De Administrando Imperio
Written by Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogennitus, De Administrando Imperio
(DAI) is unique document in the history of political writing. Addressing both the
international and domestic affairs of the Byzantine empire during the 10th century CE, it
offers insight into the inner working of imperial policy from the very rare first-hand
perspective of the emperor himself. The book was written in Greek for Constantine's son
Romanos as a guide for ruling the empire. In the work, Constantine details the empire's
relations with surrounding peoples, including the Pechnegs, Persians, Slavs, and Kievan

Les Six Livres de la Republique
Les Six Livres de la Republique (The Six Bookes of a Commonweale) was a
political treatise written by the French Scholar Jean Bodin in 1576. Bodin is
considered the creator of the modern term "sovereignty," ad idea which he

Conclusions: Sovereignty and Hierarchy
In foreign affairs, at least, the Byzantines saw sovereignty as hierarchical in the
oikoumene, or inhabited world. this is evident by the multiplicity of titles used in DAI.
The emperor is always called βασιλευς (king, the official Greek title for the emperor
by this point), while foreign rulers of lower rank are referred to by lesser terms, often
αρχοντας (leader). The exceptions to these rules, including Charlemagne, to whom
Constantine concedes the title Βασιλευς των Φραγγων (King of the Franks)
demonstrates some pragmatic flexibility to Byzantine ideology of international

Rus (the predecessors of Russia). He also writes of Charlemagne, claiming that the

relations. I hope to research further to determine to what extent the balance of this

family of the King of the Franks are the only foreigners which Byzantine royalty can

foreign policy favored realism.

proposed in this text. His ideas have been influential on many subsequent
political thinkers, yet there has been no comprehensive edition of his work
in modern times. The Bodin Project seeks to create a new digital,
multilingual edition of the work which will allow scholars to directly align
the translations of the work and compare the annotations of various editors.

I engaged with Books I, chapters two, three and four. These deal with the
topics of the purpose of a commonwealth, the role of the family in society,
and the role of the father in a family, respectively. With numerous
references to Classical texts as well as the Corpus Iuris Civilis, a collection
of Roman law, there were a vast number of annotations to edit.

“A Commonweale is a lawfull government of many families,
and of that which unto them in common belongeth, with a
puissant soveraigntie.” (De Republica, 1)

marry. Most likely based on existing reports from embassies to foreign rulers from the
palace archives, DAI offers substantial insight into the middle Byzantine period.

I have continued this work through a Senior Thesis on
sovereignty in Byzantium by evaluating the argument

“Late Roman and Byzantine perception was of an inequality between the
empire and the surrounding foederate principalities. The Greek authors
called the borderland rulers tyrannoi phylarchs, ethnarchs and so on, and
considered them as military commanders appointed in Constantinople.”
(Kazhdan, 14)

of Anthony Kaldellis in his work The Byzantine
Republic, in which he argues that Byzantium retained

God

republican ideology. I will accomplish this through
textual analysis of both De Administrando Imperio and
another of Constantine VII's texts, De Ceremoniis.

“Since the prince of princes (ἄρχοντος των αρχόντων) is the servant of the emperor of the Romans (του
βασιλέως τῶν Ῥομαίων), being appointed by him and receiving this rank from him, it is obvious that the
cities and townships and territories of which he is lord also belong to the emperor of the Romans.” (DAI:
44, 45-49)
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